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Audit Overview 
Cloud Deployments and Operations have become increasingly difficult as almost 
every industry has embraced cloud and been disrupted by the ability to have 
virtually unlimited resources available on demand. 

Teem Audit is a service that has resulted from the experience working with leading AWS 
consulting partners and innovators in the cloud space. The goals of an audit are quite 
simple: 

Cloud Adoption 

The primary means for auditing is to ensure cloud adoption is managed in an effective, efficient and business led 
approach. This requires understanding of the cloud adoption framework (CAF) within AWS and building on the 
pillars presented by the CAF to help companies adopt cloud. 

Secure Platform 
A When a business adopts cloud we want to ensure they align their approach with AWS best practice and 
industry compliance programs including PCI, HIPPA, GDPR and others. This will provide visibility into privacy, 
security and data protection concerns. 

Business Alignment and Investment 
This is a critical piece of the puzzle to ensure investment into skills training, projects and operations aligns with 
business vision, strategy and goals. 

Audits are a multi stage event. Similar to a business accounting audit, a Teem 
Audit provides different stages of an audit.  

Audits are a comprehensive analysis of your AWS setup that provide you with 
Executive Summary, Detailed Reports and Actions and Recommendations that 
are inline with cloud adoption stages, security, business alignment, investment 
and other factors. 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Teem uses the 6 pillars of Cloud Adoption 

Underneath each pillar is a large amount of specific principles, values and components that make up those 
pillars. These are key in ensuring a successful audit, but also in the areas that are the most important from both 
a business and industry best practice perspective. 

 

Principles with a Pragmatic Approach 
Teem take a pragmatic approach to an audit that uses a set of guiding principles to measure against, which are 
continuously improved upon within an organisation for benchmarking against. 
  
The key principles we use across an audit are as follows: 
• Simplification 
• Pragmatic 
• Security by default 
• Automation 
• Reusability 
• Risk Management 

Cloud Adoption
Teem is a leader in cloud adoption and has a number of training courses and videos it offers in the 

areas of cloud adoption.

The cloud adoption workshop is facilitated by a consultant who has attended a Cloud Adoption 

Framework (CAF) training day with Amazon Web Services and is kept abreast of the latest 

developments in Enterprise Cloud Adoption. The CAF can also be used for other platforms 

including Azure and Google.

The goal of the ½ day or full day workshop is to facilitate transformation across the 6 pillars 

mentioned above. It will help you develop business cases, complete discovery work, move from 

traditional to innovation and ensure scale and growth.
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